Deep Learning Based Noise Reduction for Brain MR Imaging: Tests on Phantoms and Healthy Volunteers.
To test whether our proposed denoising approach with deep learning-based reconstruction (dDLR) can effectively denoise brain MR images. In an initial experimental study, we obtained brain images from five volunteers and added different artificial noise levels. Denoising was applied to the modified images using a denoising convolutional neural network (DnCNN), a shrinkage convolutional neural network (SCNN), and dDLR. Using these brain MR images, we compared the structural similarity (SSIM) index and peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) between the three denoising methods. Two neuroradiologists assessed the image quality of the three types of images. In the clinical study, we evaluated the denoising effect of dDLR in brain images with different levels of actual noise such as thermal noise. Specifically, we obtained 2D-T2-weighted image, 2D-fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) and 3D-magnetization-prepared rapid acquisition with gradient echo (MPRAGE) from 15 healthy volunteers at two different settings for the number of image acquisitions (NAQ): NAQ2 and NAQ5. We reconstructed dDLR-processed NAQ2 from NAQ2, then compared with SSIM and PSNR. Two neuroradiologists separately assessed the image quality of NAQ5, NAQ2 and dDLR-NAQ2. Statistical analysis was performed in the experimental and clinical study. In the clinical study, the inter-observer agreement was also assessed. In the experimental study, PSNR and SSIM for dDLR were statistically higher than those of DnCNN and SCNN (P < 0.001). The image quality of dDLR was also superior to DnCNN and SCNN. In the clinical study, dDLR-NAQ2 was significantly better than NAQ2 images for SSIM and PSNR in all three sequences (P < 0.05), except for PSNR in FLAIR. For all qualitative items, dDLR-NAQ2 had equivalent or better image quality than NAQ5, and superior quality to that of NAQ2 (P < 0.05), for all criteria except artifact. The inter-observer agreement ranged from substantial to near perfect. dDLR reduces image noise while preserving image quality on brain MR images.